Postmarketing Trials and Pediatric Device Approvals

WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Medical devices approved for adults can be used to treat children despite the lack of rigorous evidence. In 2007, Congress passed the Pediatric Medical Device Safety and Improvement Act to stimulate pediatric device development.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: Most pediatric devices approved since the legislative change have had limited premarket study in children, with pediatric patients representing <10% of trial participants. Postmarketing studies required by the US Food and Drug Administration also yielded limited additional pediatric data.

abstract

BACKGROUND: Medical devices can be useful in a variety of diseases, but few devices have been specifically approved for use in children. The 2007 Pediatric Medical Device Safety and Improvement Act was passed to stimulate pediatric device development. The current state of trial evidence underpinning the approval of pediatric devices remains poorly described.

METHODS: We identified all high-risk (ie, class III) devices approved through the premarket approval or humanitarian device exemption pathways for therapeutic use in children between 2008 and 2011. We collected key information on clinical trial design (randomization, blinding, controls, and types of end points) as well as age distribution of trial participants. We also identified US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—mandated postmarketing trials.

RESULTS: Twenty-two devices were approved for use in children via the premarket approval pathway and 3 via the humanitarian device exemption pathway. Twenty-two (88%) qualified as pediatric despite minimum approval ages of ≥18 years (the FDA Center for Devices and Radiologic Health considers patients 18–21 years old as pediatric). Most devices were approved on the basis of nonrandomized (59%), open-label (68%) studies with surrogate effectiveness end points (86%). Overall, 21 (84%) devices were not studied in any patients <18 years of age. Postmarketing studies were mandated by the FDA for 19 (76%) devices, although only 3 (18%) required enrollment of pediatric patients.

CONCLUSIONS: Most high-risk pediatric devices are approved on the basis of trials in patients ≥18 years old, with few pediatric patients exposed to the devices before market availability. Few postmarketing studies require additional study in pediatric patients. Pediatrics 2014;133:e1197–e1202
Although medical devices can be life-saving for a variety of diseases, there are significant challenges associated with their use in children. Few devices have been developed specifically for children. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) estimates that pediatric device development lags 5 to 10 years behind that of adult devices. As a result, clinicians often adapt adult devices, such as stents, defibrillators, and orthopedic implants, for pediatric use. In some cases, adult devices are reengineered or resized to fit pediatric patients. There are considerable risks associated with this approach given the limited experience and formal assessments of these modified devices, and a number of adverse events linked to adult device use in children have been reported. Another common practice is to use adult devices “off label,” or outside that device’s FDA-approved indication. In pediatric interventional cardiology, for example, reports have estimated that >60% of patients who undergo a therapeutic cardiac catheterization are exposed to off-label use of adult devices.

The risks of using adult-approved devices in children are particularly salient in the case of high-risk (ie, class III) devices, which are defined as those that support or sustain life, or that may present an unreasonable risk of illness or injury. High-risk devices, which include implantable pacemakers and deep brain stimulators, are subject to the highest level of premarket scrutiny by the FDA under the premarket approval (PMA) pathway. The PMA process typically requires that manufacturers conduct at least 1 clinical trial, with the key trial designed to demonstrate the effectiveness and safety of a device designated by the FDA as the “pivotal” trial in the approval process. High-risk devices may also be approved under the Humanitarian Device Exemption (HDE) program, which applies to devices for rare diseases (affecting <4000 patients annually) and mandates studies that demonstrate device safety and probable benefit before approval.

A few federal regulatory initiatives have encouraged greater attention to the application of medical device technology to the needs of pediatric patients. For example, the FDA waives regulatory review fees under the PMA pathway for devices indicated solely for children. Furthermore, manufacturers have traditionally been prohibited from selling HDE devices for profit. However, in September 2007, Congress passed the Pediatric Medical Device Safety and Improvement Act (PMDSIA), eliminating these profit restrictions on pediatric HDE devices to further stimulate development of medical devices for children. The statute also established grants for nonprofit pediatric device development consortia. Starting in 2009, PMDSIA required that the FDA track and report to Congress the number and types of devices approved in the preceding year for pediatric use.

In the wake of the enactment of PMDSIA, we identified and analyzed all devices approved for use in pediatric populations to define the current state of trial evidence underpinning pediatric device approvals since 2007. We focused on high-risk device approvals through the PMA and HDE pathways, because these devices present the greatest danger while also offering the potential for substantial therapeutic benefit to children.

METHODS

Pediatric Device Approvals

The study cohort included all medical devices indicated for therapeutic use in pediatric patients (including any subpopulation based on age) and approved by the FDA through the PMA or HDE pathways between January 1, 2008, and December 31, 2011. Devices were selected for inclusion on the basis of lists compiled by the FDA for its annual reports to Congress on pediatric medical devices submitted for fiscal years 2008–2011. These reports provide a complete list of all devices that were approved for use in pediatric patients during the preceding year and were initiated after passage of PMDSIA in 2007. To identify any devices that could have been missed using this approach, we cross-referenced our results with the FDA’s electronic databases of all PMA and HDE approvals and selected devices for which the label indicated approval for use in patients aged ≤21 years. This age cutoff is based on section 515A of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, as amended by the FDA Amendments Act of 2007, which defines pediatric patients as those aged ≤21 years at the time of their diagnosis or treatment. We also identified the subgroup of devices approved specifically for patients aged <18 years, because this is a commonly used threshold to define pediatric patients among practitioners. If the label did not specify the minimum approval age but stated that the device was approved for pediatric patients (N = 1), we assumed that this statement referred to patients <18 years.

Selection of Pivotal Device Trials

For each device in the cohort, we examined the review summaries compiled by the FDA on the key clinical data that it received from the sponsor and that were used to support the device’s approval. From the FDA review summaries, we identified the pivotal clinical trials that supported the intended indication(s) and patient population(s) for which the device was approved. We considered a trial to be pivotal if it was specifically referenced by the FDA review as a pivotal (or “primary” or “major”) trial. In 26% of cases, the pivotal trial was not specifically labeled, and in these cases we considered the pivotal trial to be the one that was the most advanced study to be completed (eg, if results from phase 1 and phase 2 trials were presented, the phase 2 trial was considered pivotal). All devices in our cohort were associated...
with 1 pivotal trial each. Of note, some studies designated as pivotal by the FDA for PMA and HDE applications included observational studies and studies based on disease registries.

Characteristics of Device Trials
Characteristics of the pivotal trials were abstracted by 1 author (T.J.H.) from the FDA approval order, product label, and review summaries (all data downloaded July 18, 2013). If there were any ambiguities, the data were reviewed by a second author (F.T.B.) and reconciled. We collected information on trial participants including the total number of participants enrolled and their ages. Trial characteristics assessed were based on trial design and methods and included the following: whether participants were randomly assigned, the masking scheme (double-blind, single-blind, post hoc review blind, or open-label), and the types of comparators used (active comparator, standard of care, placebo with or without crossover, historical control, single-arm/no control). We also recorded the primary end points, as classified by the FDA and the manufacturer, used to assess effectiveness in the pivotal trials (Supplemental Table 2). These were categorized as measures of survival, procedural (or technical) end points (eg, successful implantation rates), or surrogate end points of disease response or progression (eg, reduction in number of postoperative interventions).

Finally, we identified any postmarketing studies required by the FDA as part of the approval order along with the required participant ages. We ran a search for these trials on the FDA’s online database of postapproval trials to determine the most recent status of these studies.16

Statistical Analysis
For each device in our sample, we determined the total number of pediatric participants studied in the pivotal trials. We calculated the median number of pediatric participants per trial across all pediatric devices and for the 2 types of devices. For trials enrolling both adult and pediatric patients, we calculated the proportion of participants reported to be <18 years old. For trials that did not report data on the age distribution of participants (N = 6), we used the mean, SD, and age range to estimate the maximum number of participants who could have been <18 years old assuming a normal distribution in age (eg, 95% of participants were within 2 SDs of the mean age). Statistical analyses were performed by using Stata (version 12.0; Stata Corp, College Station, TX).

RESULTS
We identified 25 pediatric devices, 22 (88%) approved through the PMA process and 3 (12%) via the HDE program. One device, an injectable gel indicated for the treatment of fecal incontinence in patients ≥18 years old, was identified from our manual search of PMA approvals. Three (12%) of the pediatric devices were approved for use in patients aged <18 years (1 via the PMA and 2 via the HDE pathway), whereas the remaining 22 (88%) were approved for use in patients ≥18 years. The most common therapeutic area was cardiovascular (15 devices; 60%), followed by obstetrics and gynecology (2 devices; 8%) and gastroenterology and urology (2 devices; 8%). In total, among the 25 trials supporting the approval of devices for use in children, 5058 participants were enrolled and studied. Pivotal trials enrolled a median of 166 participants per trial, with PMA devices enrolling a median of 182 participants (interquartile range [IQR]: 146–265) and HDE devices enrolling a median of 50 patients (IQR: 33–99) per trial. There were 226 (4%) patients ≤21 years and 196 (4%) patients <18 years old enrolled in the pivotal trials. Overall, 11 (44%) pediatric devices were not studied in any patients ≤21 years, and 21 (84%) devices were not studied in any patients <18 years old.

PMA Devices Indicated for Patients Aged <18 Years
Among the 22 medical devices approved through the PMA process for use in a pediatric subpopulation, only 1 device was indicated for use in patients <18 years. The device (Repel-CV; Pathfinder Cell Therapy, Cambridge), a bioresorbable barrier for postoperative cardiac adhesions, was approved for newborns younger than 1 year. The pivotal trial, which was randomized and single-blinded, enrolled 144 patients with an age range of 2 days to 3 months. The primary end point was a surrogate end point, consisting of the percentage of study-defined interventional surgical sites with severe adhesions at the second sternotomy procedure.

PMA Devices Indicated for Patients Aged ≥18 Years
For the 21 PMA devices approved in patients ≥18 years, a total of 4732 participants were studied in the pivotal trials. Information on the age range of trial participants was available for 15 devices. The pivotal studies for 11 (11 of 15; 73%) devices did not enroll any patients ≤21 years, and the median age of the youngest participant was 36 years (IQR: 29–46 years). Three (19%) trials reported enrolling patients aged ≥18 years, and 1 trial included a minimum age of 16 years. These 4 trials enrolled at most 14 patients who were ≤21 years and at most 3 patients who were <18 years.

For the 6 devices without information on the age ranges of trial participants, the median age for patients enrolled in the pivotal studies was 43 years (IQR: 34–60 years). The exclusion criteria in all of these studies ruled out any participants <18 years.

Table 1 shows the trial characteristics for the 21 pediatric PMA devices indicated in patients aged ≥18 years. A
total of 8 (8 of 21; 38%) pivotal trials for the pediatric-approved devices were randomized. In 7 of these trials, the device was compared with standard of care or placebo (eg, sham control), whereas 1 trial used an intrapatient control design with crossover from treatment to placebo. Treatment group assignment was masked in 6 (6 of 21; 29%) trials, with double-blinding in 5 trials and single-blinding in 1 trial. Among the 13 nonrandomized studies, 4 compared the treatment group with a historical comparator and 9 were single-arm studies. The majority (18 of 21; 86%) of pivotal trials used surrogate primary end points, whereas 3 measured survival (30-day rupture-free survival, proportion of patients surviving either to cardiac transplantation or device support, and all-cause mortality).

### HDE Devices

Three pediatric devices intended to treat rare diseases were approved through the HDE pathway, including an arteriovenous system, a pulmonary valve prosthesis, and a diaphragmatic pacing system. One of the HDE devices was approved for children aged ≥13 years, and the label for another stated that the device was approved for both pediatric and adult patients but did not provide specific pediatric ages. The third HDE device was approved in patients ≥18 years.

The 3 pivotal trials associated with the pediatric HDE devices enrolled a total of 182 participants: 68 (37%) were ≤21 years and an estimated 49 (27%) were <18 years old.17

### Postmarketing Studies

Nineteen (76%) pediatric devices were approved with postmarketing study requirements (17 PMA and 2 HDE devices). For 3 of these, the FDA required that the sponsor include pediatric participants within the age range for which the device was approved. All 3 of these devices were approved for use in patients <18 years, including 1 device approved for use in neonates.

As of September 2013, the FDA reported that, of the 19 required postmarketing studies, 3 (18%) were complete with the final study results submitted, 6 (35%) had adequate progress toward prespecified study milestones, and 2 (12%) were terminated because of withdrawn devices. Six (35%) postmarketing studies were reported to have made inadequate progress, of which 4 had missed enrollment deadlines and 2 had follow-up rates of <80%. All 3 postmarketing studies that required pediatric patient enrollment were reported to have made inadequate progress. The status of 2 postmarketing studies (both for HDE devices) was not reported in the FDA’s electronic database.

### DISCUSSION

In this cohort study of FDA device approvals, almost all devices approved for pediatric patients were studied only in patients ≥18 years old and were approved on the basis of nonrandomized, open-label trials with surrogate effectiveness end points.

Our results suggest that most of the recent pediatric device development activity has been by manufacturers who have developed devices primarily for adults. They have obtained pediatric approval on the basis of study in a small age range of patients not typically considered pediatric (18–21 years), and the majority of sponsors assessed their products exclusively in adults. The testing and approval of high-risk medical devices in pediatric populations <18 years old remains extremely uncommon. Because PMDSIA also established grants for nonprofit pediatric device development consortia, it is possible that, in the future, these consortia will contribute to increased numbers of pediatric device approvals.18 In addition, in February 2013, the FDA issued draft guidance19 and a proposed rule20 to standardize the submission of pediatric use data from manufacturers. The FDA stated that it intends to use these data to “determine unmet pediatric needs in medical device development … [and] promote new device development and proper labeling of existing medical devices for pediatric use.” If promulgated, this guidance may also lead to improved data to guide clinical decision-making around pediatric devices.

---

**TABLE 1 Characteristics of Pivotal Trials for Pediatric PMA Devices Approved for Patients Aged ≥18 Years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Pivotal PMA Trials (W = 21)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants, median (IQR), n</td>
<td>182 (150–276)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, median (IQR), y</td>
<td>36 (29–49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomly assigned, n (%)</td>
<td>8 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparator, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active or placebo</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical control</td>
<td>4 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>9 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-blind</td>
<td>6 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-blind</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-label</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary trial effectiveness end point, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>3 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural successb</td>
<td>4 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrogate end points</td>
<td>14 (67)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to rounding, proportions may not sum to 100.

* These 21 pivotal trials were related to 21 PMA devices.

b Procedural success was defined as the proportion of implantation success.
Our findings have practical implications for physicians and their patients. Both deserve rigorous evidence to make informed treatment decisions that adequately weigh the benefits and risks of a device. Randomized controlled trials are considered the gold standard for clinical investigations, because they minimize potential sources of bias when assessing a cause-effect hypothesis. Although such trials are the standard for most drug approvals, they are less frequently required as a precondition for approval of medical devices among patients in all age groups, which is concerning because many devices are implanted and are more difficult to discontinue than drugs. Even when there is good evidence for the safety and effectiveness of a device in adults, the clinical outcomes and safety profiles may differ between adult and pediatric populations.

There are a number of potential reasons for the low numbers of pediatric patients studied in these trials and for the trial characteristics we observed. Pediatric device trials have a smaller potential pool of trial participants as well as fewer suitable control patients. Devices approved through the IDE pathway, unlike those approved via the PMA program, are statutorily exempt from the effectiveness requirements of PMA devices and must instead demonstrate “probable benefit”; in addition, the difficulties in recruiting potential trial participants are magnified in cases of rare diseases. Our findings are consistent with the relative paucity of rigorous clinical evidence for pediatric use of many approved drugs. In this case, the limited study of pediatric patients has been attributed to a more complicated consent process, lower pediatric disease burden, and poor incentives for industry in terms of returns on investment for pediatric drugs. Additionally, most devices are developed by small companies that may have fewer resources or experience to conduct rigorous clinical studies, although most devices (13 of 23; 57%) in our cohort were developed by companies with gross revenues of US $1 billion or more annually.

To supplement premarket trial data, it is generally agreed that continued active study of most high-risk devices is necessary after approval. The FDA has recently committed to develop a comprehensive device surveillance system. Consistent with that mission, we found that most of the pediatric devices were approved with postmarketing study requirements. However, only 3 approvals were contingent on the sponsor studying the device in the approved pediatric subpopulation (all thus far delayed). Unlike pediatric drug trials, there are currently no special incentives for manufacturers to conduct postapproval studies of medical devices in children. In 2007, the FDA was authorized to require postmarketing studies longer than 36 months for pediatric devices. It is possible, therefore, that more of these devices will be approved in the future with mandated long-term postmarketing studies in children.

A limitation of our study is that data were primarily obtained from publicly available documents that may have omitted clinical data and information on postmarketing study commitments. However, the PMA and IDE review dockets are required by rule to include the “summaries, conclusions, and results of all clinical experience or investigations (whether adverse or supportive) … that are relevant to an assessment of the risks and probable benefits of the device.” Although we focused on pediatric device approvals after enactment of PMDSIA, it is possible that some of the trials for the devices in our sample were designed before passage of the act and further improvements may still occur in terms of pediatric representation, which were not captured in our cohort. However, the approvals of all of the devices studied reflect current FDA requirements.

CONCLUSIONS

The vast majority of recently introduced pediatric devices were approved on the basis of study in patients ≥18 years old. Most pediatric medical devices were studied in nonrandomized, open-label studies, and few postmarketing studies required further surveillance of device safety and effectiveness in children. Future efforts to address the lack of evidence to guide the use of devices in children should place greater emphasis on studying the devices in pediatric patients both in premarket and postmarketing trials.
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